
GROWiNG XR
Strategies for effectively attracting and integrating new rebels.



PRELUDE
“Sometimes it falls upon a generation to be great”, said Mandela. 
“History is calling from the future, a hundred years from now. Half a 
hundred years. Ten. Today. Calling the conscience of humanity to act 
with the fierce of urgency of now. This is the time. Wherever we are 
standing is the place. We just have this one flickering instant to hold the 
winds of worlds in our hands, to vouchsafe the future. This is what 
destiny feels like. We have to be greater than we have ever been, 
dedicated, selfless, self-sacrificial.”



PRELUDE
In 2019, XR Nederland experienced an unprecedented level of 
dedication, selflessness and self-sacrifice. Our movement grew 

with a speed that many of us did not expect. We can be proud of 
ourselves. Inherently connected with growth are challenges. One 

of those is related to imperfect conditions for attracting and 
integrating new rebels to our movement. Facing the powerful 

forces we are up against, we need to grow stronger. In numbers 
but also in our connections. 



ABOUT THiS GUiDE
This guide is drafted to share recommendations about effective integration 
strategies for XR Nederland. If the mission of XR Nederland is to become a mass 
movement, we need to facilitate the entrance and the integration of the mass. We need 
to meet the variety of interests, skills and limitations that our society is characterized by.

This guide is drafted by the XR Nederland Integration Circle. Its recommendations are 
based on a movement-wide survey in which 127 people shared their experiences in 
joining our movement. These insights were substantiated by conversations with many 
rebels from within XR Nederland and also internationally. 

This guide is only a snapshot and it needs to evolve over time as our movement and 
its challenges do. If you have any questions, feedback or suggestions, please feel 
encouraged to reach out via integration@extinctionrebellion.nl.

http://extinctionrebellion.nl
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INTEGRATiON CHALLENGES 
OF XR NEDERLAND
Joining our movement is not as easy as it should be. A variety of challenges exists that 
create a high barrier of entry for many new rebels.

In Part A, this guide focus on pathway challenges. Currently, our introduction 
flow funnels new rebels mainly into organizing roles, requiring the participation in 
weekly circle meetings, for example. However, this does not necessarily match with 
the interests and skills of everyone. This is one reason why many of our circles have 
high turnover rates. Setting up a variety of pathways can facilitate the journey of 
different rebel types within our movement.

In Part B the two integrator roles are briefly explained. They play an
important role in developing and improving our integration practices.



INTEGRATiON CHALLENGES 
OF XR NEDERLAND
Our movement loves meetings and events. However, sometimes they can be 
overwhelming, stressful, chaotic, inaccessible and not inclusive. That’s not exactly what 
new rebels are searching in their valuable free time. Part C shares best practices on how 
to organize engaging and empowering events to which new rebels want to return to.

Part D covers further issues related to integration. It provides guidance on how to 
resolve our Dutch-English challenge. Also, it acknowledges the challenges of our 
digital infrastructure, and provides recommendations on how to integrate 
people online. We explain Action Network, our rebel database, and 
promote its usage as it can be a really helpful tool for attracting new 
people. Lastly, this guide provides recommendations for collaboration
which is needed to effectively reduce the barriers of entry.



REBEL TYPES 
AND 

THEiR JOURNEYS
A variety of pathways that take the 

wonderful diversity of our rebels into 
account.



DiFFERENT REBELS HAVE 
DiFFERENT NEEDS 
We want to become a mass movement. This requires an ability to provide a 
variety of entry points to XR Nederland. Our rebels are characterized by a 
diversity of interests, needs, skills and disabilities. Let’s accommodate and 
empower them!

Distinguishing a set of rebel types with distinctive characteristics helps to 
understand which events and integration measures are needed to support new 
rebels on their journey through our movement.

Important: no rebel type is more valuable than any other and they are not 
mutually exclusive.



6 DiFFERENT REBEL TYPES 
In the following chapters we will introduce the different rebel types, explain their 
characteristics and which integration steps are recommended to facilitate their rebel 
journey within our movement. This list is not exhaustive but will evolve over time:

v Organiser Rebel
v Action Rebel 
v Community Rebel
v Rebel Bee
v Donor Rebel
v Online Rebel



THE ORGANiZER REBEL
Characteristics:
The Grassroots organizer rebel is interested in organizing roles and tasks on local level.
The Movement organizer rebel is interested in organizing roles and tasks on national level.

HfX talk & effective signposting
When you give a HfX-talk promote upcoming events, in particular the next introduction 
meeting.  Ask everyone to fill out the join XR form in English or Dutch that sends an automatic 
response with relevant information for the first steps in our movement.

During introduction meeting 
During the presentation, explain our structure and relevant information about all circles. In the 
break-out session, all circles should be represented so the Organizer Rebels can connect and is 
warmly invited to the next circle meeting. Ask for contact information and share it with the 
circle integrator. Encourage everyone to fill out our volunteer form in English or Dutch which 
automatically sends helpful information for the next steps and an Mattermost invite.
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https://actionnetwork.org/forms/join_xrnl
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/sluit-je-aan-bij-xr-nl
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VVD9-58lbuuRma3sGaQRuqHq72EjDfCT
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/volunteer_xrnl/
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/doemee_xrnl/


THE ORGANiZER REBEL
After introduction meeting & before circle meeting
Many rebels feel overwhelmed after their first circle meeting and drop out. One reason is 
that they lack understanding of our ways of organising and don’t dare to ask too many 
questions in the meeting. Therefore, the circle integrator ensures in this step that a new 
rebel is briefed about important information before the meeting, adds new rebel to 
Mattermost channel & potential group chat.

During circle meeting
Welcome your new circle member, allow for questions and, if possible, give already a (low 
key) task and match with an experienced rebel who can provide feedback and guidance. 
This helps to directly create a sense of ownership over a circle domain, it can establish a 
valuable social connection and provide a feeling of purpose. 

3
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THE ORGANiZER REBEL
After first circle meeting
Following-up on the new circle member and showing appreciation is important to 
strengthen the connection. This can be done either by the circle integrator, the task-buddy 
or anybody else. 

Empower the new rebel 
If a new rebel is committed to take up responsibility, facilitate this journey! Elect the new 
rebel into one of the many roles in a circle (preferably using the sociocratic nomination 
process) which can be rewarding and motivating. Also, make sure to link the rebel to 
available trainings related to the role (e.g. facilitator training, integrator training, etc.). 

5
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KYau2qSltZUTjWH8EcyGhBNnJ_S8PbWR/edit
https://blog.holacracy.org/holacracy-election-process-101-election-process-walk-through-7626451cda0c


THE ACTiON REBEL
Characteristics:
The Action Rebel is mainly interested in participating in (non-violent direct) actions.

HfX-talk & effective signposting
After a HfX-talk recommend the next NVDA training and ask to fill out our the action
form in English or Dutch that sends an automatic response with general information.

During NVDA training
Provide all relevant information about NVDA. Explain affinity groups and try to form 
them. Please ask formed affinity groups ones to register them here in English or Dutch. 
Encourage participants who are still searching for an affinity group to fill out this form in 
English or Dutch. 
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https://actionnetwork.org/forms/join_xrnl
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/sluit-je-aan-bij-xr-nl
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/ag_register_xrnl/
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/ag_registreer_xrnl
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/ag_join_xrnl
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/ag_sluitjeaan_xrnl/


THE ACTiON REBEL
Before the action
To mobilize a maximum amount of rebels use a variety of communication channels. Not 
everyone is on Mattermost or Facebook, think about user-friendly alternatives, like 
Broadcast groups (via Whatsapp/Telegram/Signal) or Emails (via Action Network). Share 
relevant information, in particular the time of the Action Briefing. 

Training for specific roles 
Link Action Rebels that take up specific roles (well-being, police liaison, arrestee support, ) 
with trainings so are more comfortable and competent during the action.

Action day
Ask during Action Briefing who would like to have an action buddy. This helps to create a 
feeling of connection, support and fun! Match new rebel either with an experienced or 
another new rebel. If possible, try to match levels of arrestibility, so people can align 
expectations. Ask for personal check-in/-out. Mention that it is perfectly alright to go your 
own ways throughout action, just ensure to check-out after action ended. 

3
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THE COMMUNiTY REBEL
Characteristics:
The Community Rebel is initially interested in being part of a welcoming community to 
connect, share emotions, knowledge, and/or to meet like-minded people.

Communicate our community aspects
Many people in the Netherlands reduce us to NVDA on the streets, not knowing about the 
community aspects of our movement. Give non-action related activities focus in your external 
communication (MxC + OxT) to attract people and promote them in your talks.  
1



THE COMMUNiTY REBEL
Organize social events 
Organizing regularly social events helps to nourish the relationships within our movement, 
and facilitates building up a local XR community. These events can be an effective gateway for 
people to get to know our movement and also join other journey pathways

Types of community events and examples 

Inspiration: Movie nights, Listening circles, Reading circles
Relaxation: Forest walks, Picnics, Massages,..
Workshops: Knitting, Crafting, Non-Violent Communication, Creative Writing,..
Connection: Dinners, Singing circles, Borrels, Games nights,..

During social events 
Arrange a “welcome area” where new rebels are navigated to. Ensure that in every event a 
number of people have the responsibility to actively lookout for new faces. Thank them for 
coming and ask, for example, “What brought you here?”, “How did you hear about XR?”, “Do 
you already know what you would like to do within XR?”. Signpost them to possible follow-
up events that suit their interest. 

2
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THE REBEL BEE
Characteristics:
Interested in occasional support, not necessarily interested in meeting and taking up 
roles

Register vacant tasks in volunteer platform
XR NL has a volunteer platform where you can publish tasks that you need help with 
(organising a talk, writing to politicians, making flags...) Sharing vacant tasks on the 
volunteer platform makes it easy for rebel bees to find opportunities to help out.

Communicate vacant tasks 
Use different channels (Mattermost, Broadcasts, Newsletters) to recruit Rebel Bees for 
picking up open tasks. 

1
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http://extinctionrebellion.nl/en/volunteer


THE DONOR REBEL
Characteristics:
interested in supporting XR financially and possibly without time or energy for other 
activities 

Provide option to donate & be transparent 
Provide a user-friendly option for donations to our movement. This could be online via 
our crowdfunding fundraiser or physically with a donation box at an event. Be 
transparent about how donations are used. Please get in touch with our national finance 
team if you have more questions about this.

Show appreciation to the Donor Rebel!
Promote the value of donations on- and offline, create a narrative in which Donor 
Rebels feel that they actually rebel by donating. They actually do and we need them, so 
please show sincere appreciation and incentivize a reoccuring financial support. 

1
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http://extinctionrebellion.nl/donate
https://organise.earth/xr-netherlands/channels/financien


THE ONLiNE REBEL
Characteristics:
interested in supporting XR primarily online, participating in online meetings, 
potentially joining a digital rebellion.

Share relevant information online 
Empower the Online Rebel by providing as many helpful resources and information as 
possible online and signpost effectively to it. The Rebel Academy is a great place where 
the Online Rebel can acquire knowledge remotely and find its own engagement path. 

Enable online participation during meetings
Some rebels prefer to join meetings only remotely, providing opportunities to join 
online (via Zoom or Jitsi) helps to integrate them. Include this also in your event 
announcement (on Mattermost and Social Media).

1
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iMPORTANT NOTES
v Our Rebel Types are not static, but evolve over time, it really is a journey!
v Additionally, one person may be more than one rebel type, they can co-exist. 
v So, it’s important to implement as many integration strategies for each of the types as possible. 

Interconnecting pathways are important: for example, always announce at social events 
information about upcoming actions and vice versa.

Take integration flow into account when organizing events to refer people:
1. Organize already am introduction talk before giving an HfX talk
2. Organize an NVDA training before doing an action

See the full Rebel Journey document here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A0uDia8dMV7B3IJzvdO90WaRaSk_j8tfFZRy4UlmVnc/edit




INTEGRATOR ROLES
We need to remind ourselves that joining XR can be an exciting
but for many people also sometimes scary first step.

v We need to embrace new rebels with open arms and give them effective
guidance so they can find their place and role in the movement. 

v Our integrators play an  important role in this 

v We encourage every circle to fill the role of the circle integrator and every 
local group to fill the role of the local group integrator.

Disclaimer: integrators are not responsible for integrating every new rebel 
themselves, but they oversee and manage the integration process



THE LOCAL GROUP INTEGRATOR
The Local Group Integrator liaises with the national integration circle 
and connects with circle integrators to effectively integrate new rebels.

Main responsibilities & tasks:
vActing as a bridge for information between the national Integration 

Circle and the (local) working circle integrators
vExplaining the integrator role to local circles and supporting working 

circle integrators if needed
vCollecting feedback and challenges (recommended on a monthly meeting)
vOrganising local "Integration Workshops" for the working circle 

integrators

Find more details on the Role Descriptions Document

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KYau2qSltZUTjWH8EcyGhBNnJ_S8PbWR/edit


THE CiRCLE INTEGRATOR
We recommend that every XR circle has a Circle Integrator who manages 
that new people finding their ways into the circle.

Main responsibilities & tasks:
v Ensuring that new rebels are effectively integrated (delegate when not possible!)
v Point of contact for new rebels that would like to join the circle
v Ensuring that new rebels are briefed before the Circle Meeting
v Following up with rebels that joined a meeting for the first time
v Point of contact for the Local Group Integrator (if Circle Integrator on local 

level)

Find more details on the Role Descriptions Document

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KYau2qSltZUTjWH8EcyGhBNnJ_S8PbWR/edit


TIPS AND 
BEST PRACTiCES

Recommendations to make your events more 
effective, regenerative and inclusive.



TiPS FOR EVENTS
Give your meeting regenerative culture

Meetings can be stressful and tiring, something that many rebels do not seek when 
volunteering in their free time. Also, if there is no space for relationship building rebels feel 
less connected with the circle and building up trust and compassion is more difficult.

v Try to adopt practices that promote our regenerative culture (click here for a great practical 
regen guide). Having a potluck dinner before the meeting or drinks after is great for 
socializing.

v Beginning/ending every meeting with a check-in/-out facilitates empathy for each other’s 
moods and expectations. 

v Having a short break during the meeting with drinks, cookies and fruits help to stay 
focused. 

For more information on best practices in meetings, click here.

1

https://ausrebellion.earth/docs/Regen101.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U4-2URDmGvayEDaT2AsnbHIvgic2XNl65KooyNV0DzI/edit%3Fusp=sharing


TiPS FOR EVENTS
Make your meetings accessible 

Many rebels cannot become part of the circle because the meeting is not organized in an 
accessible way for them. Meetings can be inaccessible for rebels that have limited time, money, 
energy, or specific needs. 

v Try to make sure meetings are as accessible as possible for people with disabilities, and it may 
even be helpful to offer a point of contact for those who have more specific needs.

v Indicate that there is an opportunity to message/discuss what options there are for 
accessibility requirements - this could even be something like making sure there will be 
whisper translation available. 

v Try to include online participation whenever feasible to allow  people to also join who 
cannot be there physically. 

v Try to organize your meetings after 6pm so working people can also attend.

For more information on best practices in meetings, click here.

2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U4-2URDmGvayEDaT2AsnbHIvgic2XNl65KooyNV0DzI/edit%3Fusp=sharing


TiPS FOR EVENTS
Make your events inclusive 

Meetings are different experiences for everybody, especially depending on the specifics of your position 
within XR and, more broadly, society. Remember that not everyone has the same experience of a space or a 
group of people and that there are always different needs for different people.

v To make sure that everyone is really heard and feels safe.
v It’s a good idea to continuously check with people who aren’t necessarily speaking up.
v And to try to make sure that no one is talking over anyone else.

For example: giving talks in universities is a great way to mobilize students, but our experience shows that 
this can result in a dominance of young, English speaking rebels. This reinforces a dynamic in which rebels 
that are older and/or less fluent in English find difficulties identifying with, and integrating into, our 
movement. 

3



TiPS FOR EVENTS
Make your events easy to find online

v Make sure to post your events not only on Facebook but get them on the website and 
Meetup too. Please see the pinned post in the synchronization channel to learn how.

v Use easy, catchy language for event title (not AxL Open Meeting but rather “Join our action 
Team!”). 

v Post a reminder one day before the event so people know it is really happening. 

v Use follow-up event option on FB only if meeting time and location is always the same 
(otherwise it creates a lot of confusion) 

4



TiPS FOR EVENTS
Events should have clear descriptions about access for newer rebels

It has been useful to indicate meeting requirements, and how much background knowledge 
will be necessary of the meeting. These can be things like:
v Level of familiarity with XR
v Accessibility issues as mentioned before
v Recommended events to have attended before

Also, provide alternative pathways if a person cannot join recommended event. 
Share your working circle email address in the event description so interested people can get 
in personal contact. 

For example: “If you are a new to XR, this meeting might be difficult to follow, we 
recommend you joining an Introduction Meeting before. Please feel encouraged to get in 
contact with our circle via circleaddress@provider.com”)

5



Give your circle meeting structure

Many rebels drop out because the circle meeting is too chaotic. People arriving too late, 
getting lost in irrelevant discussions, overstretching the meeting time and not covering all 
agenda points can result in frustration and a feeling that time capacities are not respected.

v Encourage time discipline and start at the agreed time, so people cannot rely that the 
meeting is starting late anyways. 

v Create a feasible agenda upfront. 
v Have a facilitator who ensures the focus of the meeting, that hand signals are used, who 

gives space for everyone and covers all agenda points (see here facilitator role & best 
practices).

1
TiPS FOR WORKiNG CiRCLE MEETiNGS

https://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/handsig.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KYau2qSltZUTjWH8EcyGhBNnJ_S8PbWR/edit


Make sure new rebels are ‘briefed’ on the circle

To make the meeting flow more easily, it is useful to have someone, preferably the integrator, 
explain the structure and projects of the circle before the meeting itself. This will help the new 
rebel understand what’s going on, and lessen the amount of questions they will have to ask 
during the meeting, making it more efficient. 

It’s also a good idea to ask the new rebel what their expectations for the meeting are during 
the check-in.

2
TiPS FOR WORKiNG CiRCLE MEETiNGS



Give new rebels a task right away!
We recommend already giving new rebels a (low key) task in their first meeting, and 
matching them with an experienced rebel who can provide feedback and guidance (if 
necessary). Most likely, this will create a sense of ownership over the tasks of the circle, a 
valuable social connection and provides a feeling of purpose. 

Integration formula: 
Task + Buddy + Feedback = Ownership + Connection + Purpose

For more information on best practices in meetings, click here.

3
TiPS FOR WORKiNG CiRCLE MEETiNGS

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U4-2URDmGvayEDaT2AsnbHIvgic2XNl65KooyNV0DzI/edit%3Fusp=sharing


The purpose of the introduction meeting is to explain to new rebels how the structure of XR 
works and how to get involved, as well as linking new people to working circles. It is the 
event targeting the Organizer Rebel.

Ensure you have rebels that represent the circles
v During an introduction meeting, it’s a good idea to have 1-2 speakers who give the overall 

introduction meeting, as well as people who represent each of the working circles. 
v Especially the last is important, as it allows for a breakout session in which new rebels can 

immediately have a point of contact within the circle, and hear about circle structure, 
content, meeting times, and open tasks. 

Click here for the material of the “Welcome to XR - Introduction Meeting”

Encourage everyone to fill in their details in an Action Network form
Rebels who sign up will receive an automatic email, which also includes a link to join 
Mattermost, and will register the new rebels in our database. This makes it easier to follow up 
with new rebels! The link & QR code should be in the slides. If these are not on the slides you 
can access the forms here in Dutch & English.

1

TiPS FOR INTRODUCTION MEETiNGS

2

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VVD9-58lbuuRma3sGaQRuqHq72EjDfCT
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/doemee_xrnl/
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/volunteer_xrnl/


TiPS FOR CiRCLE-SPECiFiC 
iNTRODUCTiON MEETiNGS
The purpose of the circle-specific introduction meeting is to get new rebels interested and 
excited to join a specific working circle. It should elaborate on what this circle does, how the 
meetings work, what projects are being worked on and encourage new rebels to think of 
new projects. 

Have regular circle-specific introduction meetings
It’s not necessary to have them every week, or even every month, but it’s a good idea to 
remember to schedule these types of meetings. They facilitate reducing workload as well as 
offering new rebels an easy pathway into the circle.
1



Contact people for projects
It’s a good idea to have people who are working on the various projects within the circle 
explain what it is that they are doing, and act as representatives for those projects. These 
people can also serve as the contact people for new rebels who want to get involved with 
more specific projects. This way new rebels have a clear indication of who they can talk to.

Brainstorm sessions
To make sure that interested rebels feel like they can also develop and work on new projects 
that they feel are important, it can be helpful to have a brainstorm session where new ideas 
are spread and thought about. This can help interested rebels imagine their place within the 
working circle, and may create a feeling of ownership over new projects. 

TiPS FOR CiRCLE-SPECiFiC 
iNTRODUCTiON MEETiNGS

2
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TiPS FOR LOCAL 
GENERAL OPEN MEETiNGS
The purpose of the local general meeting is to connect the different working circles
and their members within a local XR group. The meeting is a great opportunity to 
streamline work, integrate new rebels to the working circles, take decisions together 
that affect the local group, and: to connect with each other!

Spice up your general meeting & use it for integrating new rebels:
In general meetings of XR Amsterdam, circles explain their work of the last weeks so that 
rebels can understand better what being involved looks like. Share ideas for the upcoming 
time so new rebels can directly see if they would like to join this working circle.
Make sure to provide concrete vacant tasks so you can trigger interest of new rebels 
before the open working circle meetings.

1



TiPS FOR NVDA TRAiNiNGS 
We encourage everyone within our movement willing to take action to participate in an Non-Violent Direct 
Action training. The most important points to make a training feel safe and inclusive are: 

Reading out the Group Consensus beforehand

Before every physical activity (like the Knot Game) state that nobody has to participate if they don’t want to

Always provide a safeword if people start feeling uncomfortable during an action (it shouldn’t be ‘stop’ or ‘that 
hurts’ as these words could be used as tactics against the police as part of the blockade simulation)

Affinity Group (AG) forming can be awkward if people don’t have affinity with each other. State that people can 
always leave and join another the group. Register them directly in Dutch or English

To familiarize AG members with each other encourage them to directly create a Signal Group Chat so they can 
meet up (e.g. for dinner!) to discuss their limits, boundaries - and to connect with each other!

NVDA SCRiPT FOUND HERE

1
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3
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https://actionnetwork.org/forms/ag_registreer_xrnl
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/ag_register_xrnl
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17IUSNb-udme2efGLfUEfBku2FArjWPjSMIx-V9Njvz0/edit


ADDiTiONAL 
RECOMMENDATiONS 

FOR EFFECTiVE 
iNTEGRATiON



LANGUAGE MATTERS: BECOMiNG AN 
iNCLUSiVE BiLiNGUAL MOVEMENT
Many Dutch feel alienated because of the dominance of English in our 
communication. We need to acknowledge that XR Nederland can only become a mass 
movement if Dutch people can identify with our movement. 
Yet, all non-Dutch speaking need to have a comfortable space in our movement. 

Some recommendations:
vDon’t overestimate the Dutch proficiency in English, also not within the Randstad 
vAcknowledge that people can feel less comfortable and confident in a foreign 

language
vAsk before every meeting about language preference, encourage bilingual 

conversations and ensure whisper translation



vTry to make Dutch the default language of events and organize extra events in English

v In local groups (or working circles) with a clear dominance of one language, 
create special working groups (or sub-circles) in which the other language is spoken

v Sing more Dutch chants in actions, it will help us to win the hearts of the Dutch 
public when we sing also in their native language.

vTranslate all important information online, www.deepl.com is a great and free 
software

vXR can be a great opportunity for internationals to finally learn Dutch! 
Arrange language cafes and a buddy system

LANGUAGE MATTERS: BECOMiNG AN 
iNCLUSiVE BiLiNGUAL MOVEMENT

http://www.deepl.com


DiGiTAL REBELLiON - INTEGRATiON 
ON OUR ONLiNE PLATFORMS
Many of our rebels get overwhelmed by our platforms. For some of them it is a reason to disconnect as they 
get too frustrated by not being able to access the information they need. There is a need to explain more 
thoroughly which platform we use, and for what type of communication those are. A quick overview:

Mattermost: 
v For chats & announcements (“Next media meeting, Friday, 5pm”)
vUsed by working circles & local groups for their internal functioning
v Please show every new rebel our 6 min tutorial video
v very new user receives an automatic message with guidance, additional questions to 

@warm.welcome.xrnl (administered by Integration Circle)
v In general, actively look out for new users and provide support when needed

https://youtu.be/C5aRAxfMvy4


Discourse - The XR NL Base: 
www.base.extinctionrebellion.nl
Platform for in-depth discussions (“When should our next rebellion be?”)
Try to translate your post NL/EN (use www.deepl.com)

Cloud - Nextcloud
http://www.cloud.extinctionrebellion.nl/
Request account here
Keep it organized. Example: MxC XR Utrecht

Cloud - Google drive
Click here
Mainly used by national circles

DiGiTAL REBELLiON - INTEGRATiON 
ON OUR ONLiNE PLATFORMS

http://www.base.extinctionrebellion.nl
http://www.deepl.com
http://www.cloud.extinctionrebellion.nl/
https://forms.gle/WD4A6bXCSt6t7ULBA
http://www.cloud.extinctionrebellion.nl/
https://cloud.extinctionrebellion.nl/index.php/apps/files/%3Fdir=/Local%2520Groups/XR%2520Utrecht/Media%2520%2526%2520Communications%2520(MxC)&fileid=4054
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Sura93A5RaxgewpC6BTOzPr68lQqun6k


Group chat

vMany circle have next to their Mattermost channel a group chat (on Signal, 
WhatsApp or Telegram)

vThis helps to reach people more directly than only via Mattermost
v Invite new members as soon as possible to the chat
vHowever, make sure to share important information also on Mattermost to ensure 

participation & transparency

DiGiTAL REBELLiON - INTEGRATiON 
ON OUR ONLiNE PLATFORMS



ACTiON NETWORK
It is important to get the contact details of rebels so that you can invite them to 
upcoming events, meetings and actions, keeping such rebels involved in the movement.

Recording contact details on paper or in a spreadsheet is not recommended because it is 
time consuming, it is easy to lose those contact details and it makes it more difficult for 
XR NL to reach out to the entire movement. Instead, we recommend using our online 
forms, as the information from these forms is automatically stored in Action Network, a 
single secure application used to send targeted emails to rebels. These online forms 
should be used after every talk, introduction meeting and NVDA training.

In the Action Network Guide you can find links to all Action Network forms, how to 
contact rebels in Action Network and more.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17vLLVk9VLXmHN7AK3fhYw09AWzhuhwuQFgmG73IoZNk/edit%3Fusp=sharing


Many people in the Netherlands support our cause but perceive XR Nederland as not 
attractive due to a variety of reasons. Some are misperceptions, other are valid critique -
both we need to actively mitigate to effectively reduce the barriers to entry.

This revolves around perceptions of XR as a movement that: 
vRequires arrestability
vOnly speaks English
vOnly consists of higher educated, white students from the Randstad
v Is extreme and only on the streets to cause disruption

TiPS TO LOWER BARRiERS TO ENTRY



External Communication possibilities (Media & Communication)
v Standardize Dutch as first language, followed by English
v Promote non-arrestable roles in external communication
vCommunicate community dimensions of our movement
v Portray “Humans of XR” that reflect the diversity of our movement

Organization of events possibilities (Outreach & Training)
vOrganize events primarily in Dutch, special English events
vVenues that are accessible for a diversity of people (culturally, socio-economically, 

physically)
vAlign your language to the audience (in particular during HfX talks)

TiPS TO LOWER BARRiERS TO ENTRY



EMAILS MATTER
Emails are an important medium for all XR groups and circles to communicate with 
interested people. We recommend that every working group has its own email account, 
most XR circles use the safe and encrypted service from protonmail.

However, it is not sufficient to create the account. We recommend that every circle has 
one, preferably more dedicated persons that take care of the mail account. Our survey 
demonstrated that many new people were frustrated that nobody responded to their 
emails. Let’s make an effort and support people that reach out via this medium.



THANKS FOR READiNG!
If this guide was useful to you please share it with other rebels. 

We would really value your feedback so we can improve our recommendations. If you 
have any suggestions please email them to integration@extinctionrebellion.nl

The integration circle of XR NL is working hard to ensure that people that join the 
movement, stay in the movement. They aspire to make Extinction Rebellion much larger, 
more resilient and impactful. To achieve this goal they need your help. If you wish to join 

the integration circle please send an email to integration@extinctionrebellion.nl

http://extinctionrebellion.nl
http://extinctionrebellion.nl

